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!!!!
Instructions:  !
Write a 12-15-page essay per question. When feasible, these essays should place all key concepts 
within their scholarly and historical context. (e.g. If a concept is articulated in a book chapter 
place it in the context of the whole monograph or edited collection; if a concept or critical 
apparatus is part of an ongoing debate identify it; when it is part of a major theoretical paradigm, 
name it). No one title should be central to more than one of your essays. No rhetorical 
gymnastics should lead to something other than two essays on unrelated themes. Overall, the 
goal for you is to demonstrate understanding of the key concepts and works on your list and to 
show that you can use these concepts in relationship to each other, and to the broader fields in 
which individual works sit. !
Questions: !

1) What is screen historiography? Or, put differently, map out the different ways that at 
least 8 scholars on your list have used screens to think about and write about history. Are 
screens inert surfaces? Can screens be said to operate as agents of change? What role do 
screens play specifically in analyzing cultural and political dynamics in the past? Does 
thinking about screens historically help us to understand better or more fully screens in 
the present? !

2) Gene Youngblood has written about experimental modes of film art, primarily during the 
1960s, using the phrase “expanded cinema.” A high degree of utopianism informs his 
writing.  At the very same time, Guy Debord wrote about screens from an entirely 
different expanded, theoretical, political and geographic position. For Debord, screens 
were resolutely a symptom of a dystopian condition. Using these two distinct positions 
(screens as sites of new possibility and community versus screens as sites for the closing 
down of these very things; screens as art versus screens as ideology) situate, discuss and 
critically assess 8 to 10 authors on your list. Compare and contrast these key positions. !!!!!!!!!!
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Question 1: What is Screen Historiography? 

 Screen historiography is a historical branch of media studies that focuses on 

understanding the various roles screen technologies, techniques, materials, and practices, as well 

as ideas about these roles, have played in shaping and being shaped by the cultural and social 

contexts where they have been found. This particular area of research diverges away from the 

more ‘auteur-’ and ‘production-’ centred studies in film and media studies, by arguing that such 

approaches have over-emphasized the roles media producers have had in the construction of 

meanings, values, and uses circulating in media cultures. Influenced by British Cultural Studies,  1

screen historiographies have employed (most prominently) the theories of Raymond Williams 

who argued that culture is best understood as a process being employed at multi-directional 

levels of engagement between producers and consumers alike. “The making of [culture],” he 

wrote, “is never itself in the past tense. It is always a formative process, within a specific 

present.”  Social beings engage with culture through different means and for varied purposes. 2

Screen histories have therefore aimed to understand how and why audiences engaged, or were 

made to engage, in particular social relations that have employed screen technologies as 

mediators of these relations. Their main focuses have been on the one hand on the material 

histories of screen technologies and techniques, and on the other hand on spectatorial practices 

and ideas circulating about those practices. Through these two focuses, screen historiographies 

have contextualized both formal and informal ideas, policies, uses, formats, and habits of and 

about spectatorship, perception, as well as practices of media production themselves, into the 

 For key writings from this tradition see Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature; Stuart 1

Hall “Cultural Studies: Two Paradigms.”
 Raymond Williams, Marxism and Culture, 129.2
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larger social, cultural, political, and economic conditions that helped shape and be shaped by 

them.  

 In the following essay I will illustrate how eight historians have elaborated on such ideas 

through their analyses of the histories of screen objects and cultures. I will argue that while 

certain histories saw screens as being catalysts for changes in the political and cultural dynamics 

that they outline, others saw screens as being symptomatic of changes that occurred around and 

through them. This is not to suggest that any of the historians discussed below see deterministic 

qualities in either screen technologies or the social contexts that facilitated their uses, but rather 

that they each demonstrate to various degrees what Bruno Latour describes as the mutual 

relationships made between social beings and the mechanistic qualities of technologies. As he 

writes, “society and technology are not two ontologically distinct entities but more like phases of 

the same essential action.”  Distinctions between society and technology based on “human-3

nonhuman” binaries, Latour argues, leave out analyses that weave these two “resources” 

together. He describes the relations made between social actors and technical objects, or 

techniques, as “chains” that continuously integrate new affiliations between social actors and 

social objects. The history of technology, therefore, is made up of “shifting assemblies of 

associations and substitutions” that change over time.  Following Latour, technology might be 4

best understood as a set of social practices that continue to change over time. The histories 

discussed below reveal how these changes occur through shorter as well as longer narratives that 

discuss, on the one hand, the sociality of screen technologies, and on the other hand the 

 Bruno Latour, “Technology is Society Made Durable,” 129.3

 Latour, 113.4
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instrumentalization of social relations through technologies. Each help us qualify better 

understandings of contemporary uses of screen technologies by offering analyses of how screen 

cultures have formulated in the past in order to reveal an equally complicated present. 

!
The Long Narratives of Screen Culture 

 Similar to other fields of historical research, historians working in this particular stream 

have employed different approaches to the study of history. Some have focused on specifically 

designated periods and places while others have sought to make more broader genealogical 

connections, combining periods that are at times separated by changes that have occurred over 

centuries. Following this lateral approach, Erkki Huhtamo, for example, has aimed to map out 

the numerous formats and meanings that screens have taken since the fourteenth century until 

today. He argues that “screen is a complex cultural phenomenon that avoids easy generalization” 

and we therefore must map out the multiple changes this cultural object has undertaken.  For 5

him, the historiographical study of screens and their cultures must always include an 

understanding of the ongoing changes in meanings that have been attributed to screens 

throughout different periods and places, as well as between different usages and users. Huhtamo 

as such proposes the term “screenology” to describe “a specific branch within media studies 

focusing on screens…as designed artefacts” as well as “on their uses, their intermedial relations 

with other cultural forms and on the discourses that have enveloped them in different times and 

places.”   6

 Erkki Huhtamo, “Elements of Screenology,” 33.5

 Ibid., 32-33.6
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 Huhtamo’s history offers an outline of the shifts in the etymological and semantic 

meanings of screens, constrained on the one hand by the materialities of the objects being used, 

and on the other hand by the social and cultural discourses that have helped shape their meanings 

and uses. His approach belongs to the German media archaeology school, but it is also, perhaps 

more so than any other media archeologist, influenced by the particularly British and American 

threads of cultural studies as well.  He understands the formation of screen technologies not as 7

something that occurs outside of the cultural contexts where they are found. He writes, 

“technology itself does not define the cultural forms it will be given,” social uses of technologies 

play crucially important roles in shaping both the meanings and physical attributes that are given 

to them.  Huhtamo illustrates how the term “screen” was used in the fourteenth century to 8

describe sheets that blocked out light and sight for purposes of privacy. It gradually was then also 

used, during the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, to describe sheets that protected and shielded 

persons from sources of heat and other elements. By the earlier part of the nineteenth century, in 

addition to these other meanings, the term screen was also used to describe sheets used in 

phantasmagorias to help display and transmit information visually. Huhtamo illustrates how 

 ‘Media archaeology’ is a historical study of media and their uses, influenced most strongly by 7

the writings of Friedrich Kittler, Michel Foucault, and Marshall McLuhan. Media archaeologists, 
in brief, attempt to understand the histories of media technologies by studying them within the 
contexts of their own periods, while at the same time providing a theoretical analysis that 
questions the very methodology that accompanies such an approach. The “archaeology” 
metaphor takes hold, as opposed to the “genealogical” one, because their analyses understand 
historical contexts as being mutually distinct from one another, never fully leading to an 
evolutionary type of understanding of media cultures. With that said, however, media 
archaeology is by no means a uniformed approach agreed upon by all who practice it. In fact, 
one of its characteristics, as Siegfried Zielinski has argued, has been precisely to work towards a 
type of adiscipline where paradigmatic truths and methodological approaches do not designate 
the further development of the field. See Jussi Parikka, What is Media Archaeology?.
 Huhtamo, 52.8
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throughout its history, even if only concentrating on its manifestations since the end of 

nineteenth century, the term as well as the object “screen” cannot be easily reduced to one 

particular cultural formation for screens have taken on both rectangular and circular shapes, have 

been both very small and very large, have been used in both peeping devices as well as 

immersive environments, have employed various techniques of projection and display, and have 

been found in both domestic private spaces as well as outdoor public places. Nevertheless, he 

adds, each of these instances has provided “moulds” or “cocoons” that facilitated the “cultural 

reception and evolution” of screens and eventually led to their more recent definition as 

“information surfaces” that are increasingly taking the forms of mobile phones and digital 

billboards.  Huhtamo, in other words, argues that screen culture has been cultivated for quite 9

some time and that our contemporary screen culture is only one more manifestation of it. 

 Anne Friedberg also aimed to uncover the cultural roots that enabled screens to be used 

as surfaces for the display of moving images, in a history that similarly spans more than half a 

millennium. Instead of concentrating on the etymological meanings of the term screen, however, 

Friedberg offers an historical understanding of the formation of screens, and the habits we form 

around and through them, by tracing the relations made between theories and practices of 

perspective and the framing devices that have enabled and were shaped by these theories. In an 

effort to sidestep the close-reading approach of textual analysis, Friedberg writes, “how the 

world is framed may be as important as what is contained in that frame.”  She argues that in 10

order to understand how we communicate with and through screens—how we are able to 

 Ibid., 62.9

 Anne Friedberg, Virtual Window, 1.10
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construct and normalize the logics of visual cues being used in cinema, television, and computer 

screens—we must go back to other periods wherein meanings and habits of perception were also 

shaped. The logics of perception of the computer screen in particular illustrates a theoretical 

challenge to Friedberg. She writes, “as the beholders of multiscreen ‘windows’ we now receive 

images…in spatially and temporally fractured frames. This new space of mediated vision is post-

Cartesian, postperspectival, postcinematic, and postteleivisual, and yet remains within the 

delimited bounds of a frame and seen on a screen.”  The computer screen, for Friedberg, offers 11

an interactive experience of perception that is unlike Renaissance paintings, photography, 

cinema, or television in that it does not necessarily employ the same mathematical and 

geometrical rules of, for example, light and shadow compositions or linearities between figures 

and ground being displayed to a universally defined ideal of a spectatorial subject. “The 

vernacular ‘space’ of the computer screen has more in common with surfaces of cubism—

frontality, suppression of depth, overlapping layers—than with the extended depth of 

Renaissance perspective.”  She describes the spatial logic of the computer as one that belongs to 12

a “virtual” world where the physical laws of gravity, for example, need not necessarily take hold. 

And yet, Friedberg adds, this supposedly new rupture in the logics of perspective does not 

completely sidestep the material boundaries of the rectangular frame and the physical dimensions 

of the screen. Where, when, and how did this particular relationship between perspective and the 

material device of the computer screen—which helps further facilitate this relationship—come 

about?  

 Ibid., 7.11

 Ibid., 3.12
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 Friedberg traces this relationship to the histories of the architectural design of the window 

and offers, what she terms, a history of “fenestration.” Whereas Huhtamo uses the figure of the 

screen in order to uncover its cultural past and present, Friedberg uses “the figure of the window 

as a key measure of epistemic changes in representational systems from painting to photography 

to moving-image media and computer display.”  She argues that the reasons we can understand 13

the “visual vernacular” of moving images appearing on screens and the multiple layers of depth 

that we attribute to them are due to the fact that the logics of framing—with “perspective” as 

their “metaphysical corollary”—have been under development in western cultures since the mid-

fifteenth century.  Visual culture is not inherently divided into frames. Rather, the logics of 14

framing grow out of a very specific modality of viewing with a history that, Friedberg argues, 

can be traced. Her history begins with the use of Leon Battista Alberti’s architectural window as 

a metaphorical framing device. She argues that, as a metaphor, the window helped give shape to 

the construction of a fixed relation between a viewer and a framed view in the realm of painting. 

She then argues the introduction of the camera obscura further developed this relation by 

emphasizing the use of a frame in order to create an image that did not rely so much on its 

verisimilitude to nature but rather on its relations to an imaginary world of other images—

paintings and photographs. From here the history of fenestration took on yet another material 

formation with the developments of glass and materials of transparency. These developments, 

Friedberg argues, gave the theretofore architectural opening for light and ventilation a new 

modern function “to frame a view.”  It is here, within these conditions, cultivated by both 15

 Ibid., 5.13

 Ibid., 5.14

 Ibid., 2115
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techniques of perception in painting, photography, and architecture wherein the visual vernacular 

of cinema and television, and later computers, started taking hold. As glass windows and steel 

posts began being used as construction devices that framed the outside world in densely 

populated urban skyscrapers, moving image media offered complimentary enhancements of that 

logic of perception by repositioning the view away from the window and placing it instead in 

front of a screen. 

 It is important to note that for Friedberg, and Huhtamo as well, this longer history does 

not trace a simple linear progression from ideas about windows as framing devices to screens 

using (Microsoft) “Windows” as metaphorical framing devices. Instead, as Friedberg argues, her 

history is presented in a “series of aperçus that slowly unravel dominant assumptions about 

media and perspective” and that are structured as “accretive and refractive”—as belonging to a 

process of both growth as well as of deflection from itself.  In fact, Friedberg even disrupts the 16

narrative progression of her book with brief interstices that elaborate on how key philosophers 

and critical theorists— contemporary to the periods being separated—elaborated on the 

metaphors that each chapter of the book periodizes. Hers is a history of parallels and redirections 

as much as it is also a history of evolvement from one stage of a cultural formation to its next 

stage. 

 Friedberg and Huhtamo offer important insights about the longer histories of screen 

cultures. They reveal how habits formed by and through screens have grown out of complex and 

unexpected histories that cannot be described as directly sequential in any way. They help us 

think through trajectories that span centuries long developments, and help us position our 

 Ibid., 20.16
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contemporary period within them. However, in doing so, Friedberg’s and Huhtamo’s histories 

also risk delimiting our understandings to conclusions that arguably could be described as 

abstractions of more directly lived experiences that have also taken shape throughout the very 

same periods they have outlined. What have the economic or political impacts of, for example, 

the French or American revolutions had on the discourses that Friedberg and Huhtamo 

identified? Or more precisely, how have the discourses about screens and perspective been felt 

across the broader social spectrum, not solely the enunciations they have concentrated on? How 

were screens integrated into everyday life in ways that do not only concentrate on their 

philosophical or theoretical legitimizations? As Lisa Gitelman has argued, media “are very 

particular sites for very particular, importantly social as well as historically and culturally 

specific experiences of meaning.”  It is important to understand media not as abstract things that 17

occur outside of social relations, but rather as particular social relations occurring at particular 

spatial and temporal contexts. “Specificity,” Gitelman argued, “is key.”  18

!
The Shorter Narratives of Screen Cultures 

 Taking the more microscopically focused approach, screen historiographies about the 

more recent stages of screen cultures have concentrated instead on very specific temporal and 

spatial contexts in order to illustrate how histories of screen cultures were shaped by specific 

social, political, economic, and cultural conditions and factors. Lynn Spigel, for example, has 

concentrated on the discourses that appeared in popular women’s magazines between the years 

 Lisa Gitelman, Always Already New, 8.17

 Ibid.18
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1948 and 1955, the years in which “television became a dominant medium.”  By focusing on 19

the ways television was discussed in these magazines as both a broadcasting communication 

apparatus as well as a material object—taking the form of furniture not unlike a couch or a 

dining room set—Spigel illuminates a discursive context “through which people might have 

made sense of television and its place in everyday life.”  In other words, for Spigel, women’s 20

magazines of the period gave particularly significant shape and meanings to the place of the 

television set in the domestic spaces of suburban homes as well as to the political contexts of 

patriarchal family life in the post-WWII American context. To be sure, hers is a history about the 

decades old tensions intertwined between post-Victorian ideologies, patriarchal dominance 

particularly in the context of men’s return home after the Second World War, the newly emerging 

cultivations of the “innocent” years of early to teenage childhood, the changing conceptions of 

the public and private spheres as materialized through the newly designed architectures of 

suburban homes and the design of cities to accompany the staggering rise of suburban living, to 

name some of the narratives that Spigel addresses. She does not argue that these magazines, or 

even television for that matter, played a more definitive role in shaping the competing ideologies 

about family life and its role in the larger social context of public civility. She rather uses these 

magazines as sites wherein ideas about these issues took particular shape through articles and 

advertisements that explicitly discussed the role of television as either a catalyst for the 

continuation of everyday norms or as a contributing factor that could help disrupt the social 

structures that shaped everyday life. 

 Lynn Spigel, Make Room for TV, 2.19

 Ibid., 2.20
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 Adding to this history of the roles that television screens undertook in everyday private 

domestic spaces, Anna McCarthy offers an “account of the cultural politics of television outside 

the home” by concentrating on the ways television was integrated into “non-domestic” spaces of 

everyday life—such as taverns, doctor’s waiting rooms, malls, and cashier counters.  21

McCarthy’s research complicates the dominant ideas our histories have about the roles that 

television has occupied in the context of post-WWII western societies and cultures. She reveals 

how from very early on in its history television has been a part of public life, having been 

immediately integrated into the social logics found outside of the private boundaries of the 

architectural household. Television, McCarthy argues, could therefore not only be understood as 

being shaped by the politics of family life but also by the politics of the various public places 

where it was located as well.  

 McCarthy’s work emphasizes the need to integrate site-specific understandings of 

television by noting that multiple and heterogenous modes of spectatorship have coexisted in 

visual culture at the same time. This site-specific methodology, she argues, helps map out the 

complex ways that social subjectivities have been produced and positioned in both “the site of 

viewing and within wider geographies of power and knowledge.”  McCarthy here follows 22

Michel Foucault’s analysis of power which he equates with the production of knowledge. 

Foucault argued that in order to understand how power functions in modern liberal societies, we 

should first understand how knowledge produced by these societies gives birth to specific types 

of subjectivities in ways that enable the ongoing re-organization of social struggles and conflicts 

 Anna McCarthy, Ambient Television, 8.21

 Ibid., 9.22
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through them. It is important to note that for Foucault “power must be analyzed as something 

which circulates, or rather as something which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never 

localized here or there, never in anybody’s hand.”  Since this is the case, he adds, we should try 23

to identify how it is that power enters the practices of everyday: “We should try to discover how 

it is that subjects are gradually, progressively, really and materially constituted through a 

multiplicity of organisms, forces, energies, materials, desires, thoughts etc. We should try to 

grasp subjection in its material instance as a constitution of subjects.”  Concentrating only on 24

the spectacularly atypical examples, and leaving out the more mundane instances of everyday, 

misses the majority of occasions wherein power exists, is normalized, and arguably takes most 

resonating hold. McCarthy interprets the everyday uses of television in public spaces as instances 

that work to produce or re-produce subjects of liberal societies, and where the workings of power 

enter the realms of normalized everyday thoughts and experiences. However, she understands the 

distinctions between the public and the private less as well defined boundaries and more as 

unstable relationships that are continuously being shaped and reconfigured in order to reinstate 

the ongoing production of knowledge and power. She writes that just as malls and restaurants are 

“neither public nor private [but rather] embody in one way or another a particular sense of the 

relationship between public and private,” so does television shape “the way we experience a 

place as public or private […] but not always in identical ways, producing identical meanings.”   25

 Building on McCarthy’s argument for the necessity of the site-specific approach, Chris 

Berry aims to reveal the particular history of the uses of screens in the streets of Shanghai. He 

 Michel Foucault, “Two Lectures,” 98.23

 Ibid., 97.24

 McCarthy, 3-4.25
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argues that the aesthetics of Shanghai’s public screens have been shaped on the one hand by 

histories of “secular enchantment”—a tradition of furnishing public spaces in China with 

magical moving image and illumination technologies—as well as by a “long but varied local 

lineage of putting writing into public spaces.” This lateral point explains to Berry why public 

screens in Shanghai are predominantly text-based.  Following Arjun Appadurai dictum that 26

culture in the era of globalization is both global and local, Berry argues that the materialization 

of public screens in Shanghai have been informed on the one hand by locally grounded habits 

and structures, while on the other hand by an “aspirational culture”  that seeks to showcase the 27

“lure[s] of consumerism and its myriad pleasures” to the world economy.  He concludes that the 28

employment of public screens in Shanghai has been as much a part of more historical 

developments in the marketization of Chinese urban culture as it has been with old traditions of 

putting texts in public spaces: “the age-old magic of light and movement in the still of the night 

is harnessed to the promise of personal transformation through consumption.”  Berry therefore 29

aims to combine a micro-scale focus with a more large-scale history in order to explain the 

formation of screen cultures at the present moment. 

!
Site-specificity in Institutional Contexts 

 Site-specificity has been an important methodological framing tool not only for the 

histories of television and public screen culture, but for studies focusing on the uses of celluloid 

 Chris Berry, “Shanghi’s Public Screen Culture,” 111.26

 Ibid., 113.27

 Ibid., 122.28

 Ibid., 122.29
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films in non-commercially-based institutional sites as well. Eric Smoodin, for example, has 

shown how the United States Army and certain American prisons attempted to use the films of 

Frank Capra in order to produce subjects that were civilly abiding to American laws, policies, 

and democratic ideologies.  Smoodin illustrates how both fiction and documentary films made 30

by the same director were used for three different aims, some with greater degrees of success 

than others. In the case of Capra’s ‘Why We Fight?’ films—a series of documentary features 

commissioned by the US government—the films were used on the one hand to raise morale 

about the need to enter the Second World War amongst US soldiers as well as the American 

public at large, and on the other hand to try to convince German prisoners of war that the 

democratic ideologies of the Allies, and in particular those of the US, were better than those of 

Nazi Germany. The third aim Smoodin describes is how a few cases in the prison system utilized 

Capra’s fiction films in order to encourage prisoners to adopt noncriminal behaviours in their 

lives. Depending on the model of spectatorship and the ideals the army or prison guards wanted 

to shape the audience into, therefore, different aims were being employed to even the very exact 

same films. The specificity of screen cultures is therefore not only spatial, it is also temporal, or 

more precisely, technical. 

 As another example, Charles Acland offers a history that concentrates on the uses of films 

in educational settings by identifying how questions of their mobility in this institutional setting 

played out, and what these findings tell us about the ways films were integrated into the social 

realm through the academic system. Taking a more polemical approach than Smoodin, Acland 

 Eric Smoodin, Regarding Frank Capra. See especially Chapter 5, “Coercive Viewings: 30

Soldiers and Prisoners Watch Movies,” pp. 160-202. 
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criticizes the reduction of the study of film and moving image culture through discourses that 

designate, and prioritize, “theatrical celluloid projections [that] tenaciously reside in the 

scholarly imagination as part of a foundational definition of cinema.”  He argues, “screens 31

designate circuits as much as display formats. They represent links between dispersed 

spectatorial conditions, and are best seen as a network built to move texts around.”  Screen 32

culture, in other words, cannot be easily separated into celluloid studies, television studies, or 

video studies for such approaches limit theorizing the ways screen cultures have easily migrated 

between media platforms, oftentimes through inexplicit manners. Screens, Acland furthermore 

argues, are intricately tied to the spatial structuring of social relations and we therefore need to 

pay especially close attention to understanding how and why the conditions of screen 

presentation “structure and regularize relations and traffic between people and screens.”  He 33

describes his approach as one that attempts to map out how cinema was made “useful” for the 

“functional deployments” of academic institutions both through film as well as about film.  34

Acland, in this particular essay, makes use of the work of Raymond Williams and Pierre 

Bourdieu and argues that “their writings clarify that media culture consists of a legible set of 

experiences about a shared contemporary moment, advanced and legitimized by a related class 

stratum of experts and connoisseurs—lay and professional—in the realms of technology, design, 

use, advocacy and critique of that same media environment.”  Williams, Acland argues, points 35

to the ways culture becomes a part of the mundane everyday, and is gathered or experienced as a 

 Charles Acland, “Curtains, Carts, and the Mobile Screen,” 148.31

 Ibid., 149.32

 Ibid., 149.33

 Ibid., 152.34

 Ibid., 151.35
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common sense. Complementary to this, Acland adds, Bourdieu’s work looks at how culture is 

categorized into systems of class identification through the production and reproduction of 

particular beliefs in social dispositions, where individuals develop through as well as help 

reinstate the processes of not only learning their differences from one another, but also of using 

these differences in order to sustain a hegemonic economic class-based structure. Following the 

lead of Lynn Spigel, Acland looks at the ways audio-visual equipment were discussed in trade 

journals that aimed to directly influence the ways academic institutions and individuals made 

sense of the media technologies in the classroom setting. In short, Acland argues that this 

discourse contributed to the normalizing of screens in the public mind, the translating and 

transmitting of intergenerational discourses, and therefore has helped to maintain and develop a 

sense of a particular kind of technocratic elite versed in the materials of audio-visual media. 

 A third example of institutional uses of screens can be found in Joy Fuqua’s history of the 

employment of media by the medical industry. Like McCarthy, Fuqua similarly concentrates on 

the role that television, as well as film and radio, have had in non-domestic spaces. Unlike 

McCarthy, however, she adds a history that reveals attempts to instrumentalize the connections 

that media consumers might make “in-between” the spaces of the medical setting with the spaces 

of the home. She ties the uses of film, radio, and particularly television in hospitals to the rise of 

the medical marketplace, the rise of the “consumer-patient,” the ‘medicalization of the home,’ 

and the ‘deinstitutionalization of the hospital.’ Using Foucault’s notion of “bio-power”—where a 

systemic organization of self-awareness about one’s health takes shape—Fuqua aligns the 

placing of these media in hospital settings with efforts to transform the “built environment of 

hospitals into spaces that are less clinical” in order to make them feel “more like homes, or even 
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hotels.”  She argues that these three media, but especially television, have played key roles in 36

disseminating and giving material as well as experiential presence to the ideologies of the 

commercializations of medicinal knowledge and pharmaceutical drugs both in the hospital 

setting as well as the home, and in doing so point to efforts to reconfigure the spaces between 

these two locales. She argues, “television and other media engage the logic of spatial 

therapeutics, in which structures and bodies are positioned in such a way as to enhance treatment 

and rehabilitation. […] This therapeutic positioning in relation to television, hospital space, and 

the consumer-patient continues once the individual returns home.”  By looking at how these 37

three media have been discussed in medical journals, Fuqua points to a particular discourse that 

aimed to network the spaces of the home with those of the hospital. The use of television is 

particularly revealing for it has been understood and utilized not only as a medium that transmits 

information and knowledge about therapeutics but also, and crucially, as an object with material 

characteristics that have helped frame and give affective qualities to the ideologies of a 

therapeutically self-aware consumer society.  

!
Conclusion 

 Screen historiographers have aimed to challenge rudimentary claims made about the roles 

of authorship—about where it is found, if it could be said to be found at all—while at the same 

time to equally problematize oversimplified assumptions about the workings of spectatorship 

that are assumed within the one-to-many communications model found in the more production 

 Joy V. Fuqua, Prescription TV, 2.36

 Ibid., 139.37
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focused approaches. At the same time, screen historiographies have frequently challenged ideas 

about unified screen cultures by pointing to a dynamic of roles being attributed to the things we 

call screens. The scholars discussed exemplify how while there cannot be any easy relations 

made between screen cultures from the past with those that are formulating in the present, that 

there isn’t a “grand theory” that can easily tie these narratives together, it is important to 

recognize that each of the histories discussed offer micro narratives within a larger panoramic-

like understanding of the histories of screen cultures put together. Together, these narratives help 

us understand how screens have become and continue to be integral parts of social, economic, 

political, and cultural lives, relations, habits, systems, discourses, and knowledge. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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Question 2: Utopian Ideo-logics and Dystopian Visions in Screen Culture 

!
 Guy Debord and Gene Youngblood—both of whom were filmmakers, artists and cultural 

theoreticians—offered two distinct positions about the roles that visual media hold in modern 

life. Debord saw the increasing integrations of images, both into the physical makeup and the 

vernacular of everyday, as a symptom of the ways the capitalist system is encapsulating the 

masses into modalities whereby they can be manipulated and controlled for specifically 

economic exploitations. Youngblood, on the other hand, saw in the increasing presence of images 

and their vocabularies a series of opportunities to emancipate the masses from their already 

existing forms of subservience. Writing at roughly the same time, though in two varied 

geographical contexts, their views can be understood as symptomatic of the period’s fears and 

anxieties, as well as hopes and aspirations with the future of the “Post-Industrial,” “Information 

Society.”  Although Debord was writing on the cusp of the 1968 protests in France, while 38

Youngblood was writing in the midsts of the psychedelic revolution in the United States, both 

arguably were participating in a discourse about the transformations taking place due to the 

displacing of industrial manufacturing in the West, as well as the increasing importance of 

information industries and sectors such as advertising, law, financial investments, and crucial to 

their theses, media and technologies. 

 In the following essay I will situate Debord’s and Youngblood’s views within the marxist 

historical materialist traditions that theorize the impacts media technologies and cultures might 

 The “Post-Industrial” and “Information Society” are analyzed at length in Manuel Castells, 38

The Rise of the Network Society and Tiziana Terranova, Network Culture.
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have over society, and I will elaborate on how variations of these two distinct positions have 

appeared among other cultural criticisms as well. I will argue that while these views help us 

understand and theorize the roles media technologies might have historically attained (as well as 

might obtain in the future), it is equally important, as Charles Acland has argued, to remind 

ourselves that media cannot be easily divided into either the inherently “revolutionary” or 

“harmonious” categories. Following Raymond Williams, Acland argued that embedded in all 

cultural practices is a certain degree of the old and the new; of the persistence of social 

structures, habits, and experiences through systems of distribution, circulation, and production of 

media forms and contents, as well as of the push towards altering and refashioning these cultural 

norms anew.  This is the case not because there is something that inevitably pushes media 39

cultures towards change, but rather because such ideological positions about the revolutionary 

and the not are shaped by, and rearrange, the contours of this particular culture. As Jennifer Daryl 

Slack reminds us, “ideology is the mechanism that organizes the multiplicity of connections into 

a temporarily essentialized system of representation within which we live out those connections 

as real. Ideology is thus a social force of particular importance, for it is within ideology that 

relations of power are presented, represented, contested, and rearticulated.”  At the core of this 40

debate, therefore, stands a balancing of theories about the workings of ideology, power, and 

hegemony through the uses of media technologies. As will be elaborated, whereas Debord’s saw 

a hegemonic system being imposed on the masses, Youngblood’s saw an opportunity for the 

masses to establish a new hegemonic structure. The aim of this essay is to understand, critique, 

 Charles Acland, “Introduction: Residual Media.”39

 Jennifer Daryl Slack, “Contextualizing Technology,” 333.40
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and contextualize these two articulations of the effects of technology not in order to qualify 

which position is more correct, but rather to map out how they have contributed to the histories 

of those media societies and cultures that bring them about. 

!
Spectacle, Culture Industry, Simulacrum  

 Debord’s argument relied on a particularly reductive version of marxist materialist history 

which argued that the conditions of cultural relations pervading a society define the ideological 

frameworks within which that society functions.  The logics of the post-WWII society, 41

according to Debord, belong to the most recent stage of capitalism which by 1967 was 

increasingly taking the shape of commercial-based industries. Thanks to the rising importance of 

the bourgeois values nurtured by suburban middle-class demographics—who received most of 

their information from television, newspapers, and radio—a growing reliance on signs, 

celebrities, and brand names was starting to take particular hold on this public’s imaginary. For 

Debord, this imaginary world filled with an excess of images manufactured by a media industry 

 To clarify, the theory of materialist history cannot be reduced to one unifying thesis. Debord’s 41

is one materialist historical theory amongst others. For works that challenge his uni-directional 
explanation of the workings of ideology see Antonio Gramsci (1971); Michel Foucault (1988); 
Raymond Williams (1977); Pierre Bourdieu (1993). Gramsci argued that a common sensical 
approach to ideology and its production permeates all levels of society through culture, thereby 
lending itself easily to the ways every level of society imagines itself participating in culture 
differently, thereby creating as a unified nation. Foucault argued that understanding ideology in 
terms of ‘repressed’ versus the ‘oppressed’ misses a host of ways by which power permeates all 
facets of modern liberal societies, and actually oftentimes is not felt as oppressing at all. 
Williams argued that culture must be understood as a process that functions at once both as a 
solid as well as a porous whereby competing ideologies are felt, imagined, acted upon, and 
engaged with. Bourdieu conducted sociological studies that illustrated how culture is not 
experienced homogeneously but instead is practiced differently by different social classes who 
organize and restructure culture through these differences in order to maintain class differences. 
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devoted to their production, was creating a type of “false consciousness.” “The spectacle,” 

Debord wrote, “being the reigning social organization of a paralyzed history, of a paralyzed 

memory, of an abandonment of any history founded in historical time, is in effect a false 

consciousness of time.”  The logics of this imaginary relied on a particular type of ahistorical 42

outlook. The lives of signs, in the form of media images, according to Debord’s view, were 

growing out of and contributing to an ideological framework that aimed to be far removed from 

the past.  

 Although Debord agreed that what he referred to as “the spectacle” grew out of habits 

formulated by systems that dominantly emphasized first use- and then exchange-values, this new 

stage in capitalism worked under the rules of an ideology that sought to be void of any notions of 

grand history altogether. He argued that whereas the ideological transition to a system of use-

value to exchange-value can be described as one that transformed from “being into having,” the 

transition from exchange-value to the spectacle entailed a “generalized shift from having to 

appearing.”  He described the “spectacle” as “the economic realm developing for itself—at 43

once a faithful mirror held up to the production of things and a distorting objectification of the 

producers.”  It is a system wherein “all that once was directly lived has become mere 44

representation.”  In other words, for Debord the spectacle is a culture characterized by an 45

endless now that works towards eliminating any meaningful relationships with the past. 

Importantly, Debord made sure to clarify that this experience cannot be ascribed to particular 

 Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, 114.42

 Ibid., 16.43

 Ibid., 16.44

 Ibid., 12.45
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individual agents in the society but rather to the ways particular social relations are structured: 

“The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that 

is mediated by images.”  In other words, the public is not simply tied to images but rather to 46

itself through images. Images become a structuring principle and a way by which social relations 

are experienced, defined, and organized. 

 Debord’s argument can be likened to those made by other cultural theorists such as 

Theodor Adorno whose writing preceded Debord’s, and Jean Baudrillard whose writings in 

contrast were preceded by Debord’s. Adorno argued that mass media technologies such as film, 

radio, gramophone, and television inherently carried in them a process whereby culture became 

simplistic, unchallenging, and therefore could not amount to a system that encouraged critical 

engagement or thought amongst the public. The very material properties of these media, Adorno 

argued, meant that a particular format of mass culture and therefore politics was already being 

determined. The culture that these media produce would inevitably manufacture a public that is 

subservient to the dominant class. Because the industrialization of culture systematizes the ways 

works of art are produced, it thereby develops a culture that is emptied out of meaningful 

intellectual experiences and dialogues. The culture industry, Adorno argued, works within the 

rubrics of formulae. It therefore empties out any opportunities for discourse to enlighten a public 

that is found outside of the realms of commercial benefits. This is true both to the “lower” arts as 

well to the “higher” arts, according to Adorno. The culture industries of mass media, he 

explained, would ultimately create a public that is made infantile and is put at the service of the 

production of mass culture for the sole purposes of economic profit. To be sure, Adorno’s history 

 Ibid., 12.46
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slightly differed from Debord’s periodization. For him, mass culture signalled a particular break 

from the period of Enlightenment where scientific reason and collective intellectual thought 

prevailed. Nevertheless, both provided a type of totalized vision of the world whereby mass 

media inherently enforced a particularly economically-reasoned system that limited critical 

engagement through culture. 

 Another thinker adopting a similar historical materialist argument is Debord’s 

contemporary Jean Baudrillard, who reframed the discussion in terms of a history that included 

digital technologies. What Debord discussed as “the spectacle,” and Adorno identified as the 

“culture industry,” Baudrillard described as the “simulacrum.” Baudrillard made particular use of 

ideas and fears about virtual and immersive worlds by arguing that the experiences of the 

spectacle can be more aptly discussed in terms of a system of simulations that does away with 

any notions of a “reality” existing outside of it. Whereas Debord argued that a kind of resistance 

with the system could occur on the level of politics of representation, and that therefore some 

sort of political relationship could exist that is independent of the system, Baudrillard argued that 

no such thing is possible. For him all representation are references to the system itself. Therefore, 

all efforts to challenge the capitalist system on the levels of representation are aimless. Instead 

critical engagement with the simulacrum is more akin to going through the motions that the 

system is designed to facilitate, even encourage. Questioning images and their meanings does not 

create critical engagements that criticize the capitalist order. Rather, they do the work of 

reinforcing the simulacrum as a fundamental pre-requirement for particular kinds of social 

relations mediated by images. Unlike Debord, for whom the spectacle was a system of 

representations that had some relationships to other systems that stood outside of it, for 
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Baudrillard the simulacrum is a system without any sustaining values, or of values whose 

histories are irrelevant. There is no such thing as a “false consciousness” for Baudrillard since 

that would imply decisive knowledge about a realm outside of the simulacrum. 

 A similar argument can be found in Julia Nevárez, for example, who questions the 

validity of the use of art in a highly saturated commercial environment such as the one found in 

the rebranded Times Square. She writes, “Art, regrettably also functions—like political 

commentary and social issues—as part of the consumption logic that constantly reinvents itself 

to engage and attract audiences and constituencies who might have alternative and even 

progressive perspectives.”  For her, even instances that make use of the screens in Times Square 47

in order to promote stances that aim to be subversive and challenging of the social structures in 

place, necessarily and problematically adopt the very same conventions being employed by the 

advertisements appearing in this space. This therefore, she concludes, points to the inability to 

challenge the mode of commercial discourse even when one aims to be explicitly in opposition 

to them. 

 Taking on a different interpretation of the ways the public interacts with images, Greg 

Siegel argues that the integration of large-screen video displays (LSVD) in sports stadiums has 

introduced a heightened awareness of the construction of the spectacle. In opposition to 

Baudrillard’s vision, he writes, “the LSVD phenomena is not about death by means of simulation 

but about liveness by means of simulation’s appropriation.”  Siegel uses Jay Bolter’s and 48

Richard Grusin’s theory of remediation to describe the ways LSVDs borrow, rely, and alter the 

 Julia Nevárez, “Spectacular Mega-public Space,” 173.47

 Greg Siegel, “Double Vision,” 65.48
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conventions of television, cinema, electronic signage, billboards, telescopes, and the public-

address system in ways that uniquely mediate and are mediated by the spectatorial experience of 

the sports event taking place in the stadium. He argues that LSVDs help create an experience that 

is “not the replacement of immediate view by the mediated view…but rather the double 

displacement of each onto/into each other.”  What happens in the enhanced spectacle that is the 49

stadium event is an accentuation of the techniques of spectacle. Here, Siegel argues, spectators 

move between redundant representations of the event and experience a heightened awareness of 

the construction of the two different kinds of modes of mediation of the game/spectacle. The 

spectacle deconstructed, so to speak 

 Siegel’s interpretation offers a way to think about the media environment not as one that 

solely leads to the repressive dystopian systems described by Debord, Adorno, Baudrillard, and 

Nevárez. Although they help us theorize how commercial mentalities pervade in contemporary 

media and urban cultures, these four authors also unproductively offer reductive explanations of 

the ways agency functions in such contexts as well. Contrary to their views, the public is not 

simply made up of individuals who are easily duped into their own social and cultural demise, 

and the culture itself is not made up of a singularly unifying homogeneity. Individuals and 

institutions make use of media for varied and particular reasons, each of which must be 

accounted for in analyses that lay claim to the emancipation of free thinking agents. This is not to 

suggest that culture is not organized around and by existing social structures and norms. It is 

rather to argue that the formations of culture occur because they function for very particular and 

multiply varied purposes, and to suggest that ideologies are not only imposed on by the system 

 Ibid., 51.49
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but also are organized in the system itself. I will now elaborate on Gene Youngblood’s more 

utopian views and argue that the same amount of skepticisms that I’ve identified as being 

necessary when analyzing Debord’s thesis should also be found in our examinations of 

Youngblood’s rhetorical stances as well. 

!
Nonordinary Reality, Intermedia Network Ecologies, Architectures of Communication, and 

Democratic Surrounds 

 Whereas Debord saw the increasing integration of media into the everyday as being 

symptomatic of an end of history, Gene Youngblood saw in them opportunities for a new 

beginning, of a world that is yet to fully formulate. Youngblood argued for ways to make use of 

the abundance of images in the “Cybernetic Age” or what he preferred to think of as the 

“Paleocybernetic Age.”  He saw the capabilities to communicate through computer-generated 50

automated systems as signalling a new beginning, the dawn of a new age, wherein men would 

‘soon be free enough to discover who they truly are.’  In order to arrive at this destination 51

however, Youngblood argued, “Man” must first come to terms with the notion that his new 

ecological environment was the “intermedia network” of communication made possible by 

electronic technologies.  Following others, such as media theorist Marshall McLuhan and 52

architect R. Buckminster Fuller, Youngblood saw the spreading of media technologies as being 

analogous to the ways plants have been acclimating our natural world. He saw this as a positive 

 Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema, 41. He uses the prefix “paleo-“ in order to invoke an 50

image of a type of caveman coming into existence during the Stone Age, discovering the 
hammer, stone weaponry, and fire.

 Ibid., 41.51

 Ibid., 54.52
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thing. Instead of relying on a distinction between the “real” and the “represented” (in the case of 

Debord) or “the Real” and the “simulated” (in the case of Baudrillard), Youngblood offered a less 

well-defined binary between nature and culture. Indeed, he saw the role of artist as one that was 

akin to the work of the ecologist. He wrote, “the activity of the artist has been trending more 

toward the function of the ecologist: one who deals with environmental relationships.”  He 53

referred to man-made media environments as “nonordinary reality,”  and therefore saw the 54

actions of the “new artist” as being most productive when they were working towards ‘the 

revelation of previously unrecognized relationships between existing physical and metaphysical 

phenomena.’  55

 In order to come to terms with such an interpretation of the media environment, 

Youngblood argued, men needed to arrive at an “expanded” definition of cinema, one that did 

not think about it in terms of material properties (celluloid, darkened halls, immobile spectators, 

systemic qualifications of Art, Entertainment or Culture) or that distinguished it from other 

media (television, computers, radio, and so on) but rather one that saw cinema as being a part of 

a whole new way of life: “Expanded cinema isn’t a movie at all: like life it’s a process of 

becoming, man’s ongoing historical drive to manifest his consciousness outside of his mind, in 

front of his eyes.”  Youngblood, in other words, argued for a philosophy that made humans 56

more aware of themselves and the world around them, and saw the growing use of images in the 

everyday as an opportunity to capitalize on that conviction.    

 Ibid., 346.53

 Ibid., 352.54

 Ibid., 346.55

 Ibid., 41.56
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 The embrace of signage and the profusion of images into the everyday can also be found 

in the writings of architects Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour. Similarly to 

Youngblood’s expansion of cinema, Venturi et al. maintained a position that was against a 

reductive definition of architecture. They argued that the field of architecture all too simply 

defined architecture only in terms of the design of space and shelter, thereby not including the 

integration of signage into the practice. Architecture, they argued, should implement the uses of 

signage and ornament as components of buildings; not as afterthoughts added to the final 

construct, but as materials equal in value to the ways bricks, steel, and windows were being 

regarded. They saw this new approach taking shape most prominently in Las Vegas, and 

described it as an ‘antispatial architecture of styles and signs’ and an “architecture of 

communication over space.”  Furthermore, they also argued that architectural buildings should 57

not be understood as being separate entities from other architectural constructs, and certainly not 

from the numerous kinds and shapes of signage being attached to them. The façades of all 

architecture communicates, some in more explicit ways than others. Venturi et al. even went as 

far as to claim that “symbol dominates space because architecture is not enough.”  58

  Although Youngblood and Venturi et al. belonged to two different vocations, both of their 

visions integrated media and architecture into one unifying ecology. Just as architecture cannot 

be thought about without media signage in the case of Venturi et al., media technologies cannot 

be separated from an architecture that networks their ecology together. Good examples of this 

unifying approach that took shape at this time are the various multi-screen installations Ray and 

 Robert Venturi et al., Learning from Las Vegas, 8.57

 Ibid., 13.58
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Charles Eames produced for the various United States’ World Exposition pavilions. The Eames 

installations grew out of attempts to make sense of the sensory overload made possible by media, 

by creating spaces that structured the temporalities of simultaneous multi-streaming image flows. 

As Beatriz Colomina argues, the Eameses implemented architecture for purposes that were “all 

about the space of information. Perhaps we can no longer talk about ‘space,’ but rather about 

‘structure,’ or more precisely, about time. Structure for the Eameses is organization in time.”  59

The Eameses sought for techniques that would help the public come to terms with the over-

saturated information environments they were surrounded with on a daily basis. It was not so 

much a critique of this reality as much as it was a structured awareness of the new environment; 

a type of training ground to help make sense of the new multidimensional dynamics of 

information flows. 

 However, as Fred Turner reminds us, the history of these techniques did not simply grow 

out of a Youngbloodian type of new organicism. Rather, they belonged to a particular political 

moment that strategized about what the new media environment and culture should look like. 

Turner offers a narrative that situates the uses, idealizations, and direct adaptation of multimedia 

practices at the hands of anthropologists, psychologists, artists, architects, as well as powerfully 

influential philanthropists and cultural institutions. Collectively, Turner explains, these 

individuals sought to create a mass media communication environment that gave preference to 

liberal democratic ideologies over others largely because they feared the consequences of a one-

to-many model of communication used by Nazi Germany; the very same fears that Adorno was 

arguing were starting to take shape in the United States. According to Turner, this collection of 

 Beatriz Colomina, “Enclosed by Images,” 23.59
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intellectuals argued that rather than becoming “blindly obedient machines,” citizens of the 

United States should adopt a “democratic personality” which itself should be constructed as “an 

organic whole, independent and creative.”  Social scientists such as Margaret Mead and 60

Gregory Bateson schemed out a system which Turner describes as “surrounds—arrays of images 

and words built into environments that their audiences could enter freely, act spontaneously 

within, and leave at will.”  Although deeply involved in making propaganda, Mead and Bateson 61

“sought not so much to influence the attitudes of citizens by delivering pro-American messages, 

as to build symbolic environments in which Americans could make meanings for themselves.”  62

They saw the “multi-image, multi-text environments” as offering “a ‘cafeteria’ style of media 

representation,” one that “gave viewers the chance to exercise democratic choice.”  63

!
Conclusion 

 Debord and Youngblood were participating in a discourse about a bourgeoning cybernetic 

future. This discourse was starting to take shape around the same time a new generation of young 

“freethinkers” were beginning to take into serious consideration the shaping of their own lives 

and the world around them. This was a period wherein the children of the post-WWII “baby 

boomer” generation were transitioning into the stages of early adulthood, some entering the 

workforce, others entering the world of higher academic institutions, while still many others 

were seeking to find ways not fitting into such established norms. But this context is roughly the 

 Fred Turner, The Democratic Surround, 58.60

 Ibid., 63.61

 Ibid., 74.62

 Ibid., 74.63
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only thing these two thinkers shared in common. Their views about how to change the world, or 

even which characteristics of this world need changing, were far and different in between. At the 

core of their differences are two views about the workings of technology and mass media in 

particular. Such fears and hopes with mass media belong to an age-old debate about the impacts 

that technology and cultural techniques might hold over society. A simplification of this debate is 

the question of whether mass media technologies obtain the capabilities to enlighten the public, 

or do they instead do the work of reducing the public’s capabilities to engage with their cultural 

surroundings in critical fashion? Does the form of communication of the few-to-many model that 

the television broadcasting industry in the US is built around, for example, inherently help 

produce a more socially passive public? Or in contrast, is the many-to-many model of 

communication that supposedly takes place over the internet produce a more socially engaged 

public?  

 Clearly such questions in the very least oversimplify the realities by which media are 

engaged. As numerous media historians and theorists have argued, there is not one unifying 

definition of media that encompasses all of its formations, both actual and imagined. As Lisa 

Gitelman has shown, users can at once be both susceptible and resistant to dominant or preferred 

engagements with media, oftentimes employing completely new and unintended uses, or what 

she refers to as “protocols.”  Media formations, simply put, do not dictate their uses. 64

Nevertheless, it is important to note that debates about the effects of these formations do tell us 

 She writes, “Protocols express a huge variety of social, economic, and material relationships…64

Some protocols get imposed…Other protocols get effectively imposed…But there are many 
others that emerge at the grassroots level…[P]rotocols are far from static.” Lisa Gitelman, 
Always Already New, 7-8.
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about the social and cultural contexts within which these debates take place, and moreover help 

us identify how and where these ideas get framed, and by whom. Moreover, debates about media 

formats are important to unravel not only because they serve as symptomatic illustrations of the 

ideals that societies aspire to embody, but also because the claims being made are shaped by, and 

do shape certain concrete legal, economic, and political frameworks as well. As Jonathan Sterne 

has argued, although media formats “take on a cultural life separate from their original, intended 

use[s],” they also belong to a history that is intricately integrated to a set of cultural policies, 

industrial standards, and everyday habit formations: “Format denotes a whole range of decisions 

that affect the look, feel, experience, and workings of a medium. It also names a set of rules 

according to which a technology can operate.”  He adds, the “most crucial dimensions of format 65

are codified in some way—sometimes through policy, sometimes through the technology’s 

construction, and sometimes through sedimented habit. They have a contractual and conventional 

nature. The format is what specifies the protocols by which a medium will operate.”  In other 66

words, ideas and debates about formats play crucial roles in the cultural identities attributed to 

media as well as in designating the frameworks by which they operate.  

!
!
!
!
!
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